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The Humane Obligation of Conscience. Capitalist
Orchestrated Horror. Desperate Protests Across the
Globe
Rebellion is no longer the humane duty of mankind...it is its obligation!

By Brett Redmayne-Titley
Global Research, December 15, 2019

Theme: Environment, Police State & Civil
Rights

The world war of Democracy against its people is now official.

On Oct 20, 2019, Chilean president Sebastian Pinera publicly admitted the singular capitalist
threat implicitly and silently embraced by virtually all politicians across our embattled Earth:
Pinera formally declared war on his people. Said this corporatist salesman of the draconian
and ever-expanding horrors of corporatist austerity- better known as greed:

“We are at war against a powerful enemy, who is willing to use violence without any limits.”

Then, Pinera had his army unload their weaponry on the non-violent protesters; attempting
to kill the dreams of freedom by these impoverished Chilean people who had reached the
limits of their human tolerance for this oppression. As a natural reaction, a million Chileans
hit the streets to raise their middle fingers at Pinera and all he and his puppet masters stand
for. Then they did it again. They continue to do so this day.

Pinera’s self-serving lie,  however,  had already been recently translated into English by
another corporate lackey also no longer possessed of proper human conscience: disgraced
former UK Prime Minister Theresa May, who, while departing No.10 for Brussels with her
ever reddening barbed tail thus tucked between her bowed and knee scabbed legs, declared
to the world:

“Populism will be the death of the Conservative party!”

In a democracy?!

Occupy Redux? – A Forgotten Spark in a Worldwide Box of Matches

“The greatest crimes in the world are not committed by people breaking the
rules… but by people following the rules.”- Banksy

The  World  is  in  flames  as  never  before.  Humanity  has  had  all  it  can  take.  It  will  take  no
more.

Now cornered by national oppression orchestrated by an insatiable globalist salivation for
untold riches, the human-animal has but one remaining choice. It is now time for strong
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words and stronger actions. It is time for real populist leadership. It is time– in any national
language– for growing worldwide opposition and activism to come together as one. The
forces  of  capitalism  fight  minute-by-minute  in  a  collective  battle  against  humanity.  The
world  must  now rebel  with  maximum strength,  not  only  as  nations  but  as  the global
Congress of the Humane.

As seen in so many desperate protests across the globe, this Congress is increasing, but so
far  without  a  cohesive  effort  that  transcends  boundaries  with  a  common  focal  point,  one
that will bring all national protest movements together to fight this corporate enemy of man.
After  spending  a  week  marching  through  the  streets  of  London  while  reflecting  with
optimism on the increased opposition  protests  globally,  it  just  may be that  Extinction
Rebellion-  that  scourge  started  mere  months  ago  here  in  London-  will  provide  effective
necessary organization and an epicentre of protest to this overdue worldwide non-violent
demand for real systemic governmental change.

Today, the list of truly populist national leaders is a rarity of decimal point proportions. This
past month’s’ American backed and capitalist orchestrated horror show coup against newly
re-elected Bolivian President Evo Morales well illustrates this in detail each and every day.
Those who aspire to true leadership- like Morales- are demonized, marginalized and vilified-
or overthrown- by Zio-Corporate interests and a complicit media that exists for the same
purpose as Pinera and May and who have no interest whatsoever in populist democracy.

Rather,  today’s  leaders  of  each  of  the  purported  international  democracies-  political,
spiritual, and societal- are in reality a far-reaching sociopathic conspiracy cloaked within a
very antiquated definition of “democracy” long ago dead and gone. These faux leaders are
gladly willing to steal the livelihood of the many while defrauding all but themselves of any
future prosperity, thus stealing the democratic apple once known as “Hope” and turning it,
instead, into nothing more than a dangling carrot.

Yet…they still want more!

Throughout our ever more impoverished world, what these forces of non-stop austerity do
not want, will never tolerate, and abhor to the base of their soulless drive for greed- ever – is
resistance:  A  public  resistance  that  becomes  a  rebellion  and  then  sparks  into
revolution.  This  natural  humanist  cycle  –now  suffering  under  similar  social  conditions  as
seen today-has been repeated throughout history by humane civilian necessity when the
proper conscience of man finally awakens to the vital need for personal or family liberation
from…one’s own government!

These “primal forces of nature, Mr Beale”?! Oh, how they detest Extinction Rebellion.

For, it is THEM that we come for!
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As  I  stepped  off  the  train  at  Paddington  Station  after  a  two-hour  ride  down  to  London,
memories came to mind of arriving in Los Angeles, then New York, then Washington, D.C., in
what seemed like aeons ago, but a mere eight years. Like tens of thousands of others back
then whose backs had been broken by the last straw of capitalism, I had come to resist. The
name of that resistance was called, “Occupy!”

In those heady days, there was an optimism in the air and an understanding, like here this
past few weeks at XR, that it was indeed the “system itself” that was-is-the problem, and
that we could change it. Would change it. As documented in more than twenty articles from
the Occupy camps at that time and recently encapsulated in, “The Day American Activism
Died,”  a  nation  rose  to  fix  that  endemic  problem:  to  fix  the  system.  Occupy  provided  a
communal epicentre within scores of US towns for common collective protest. We did this so
well- all of us– that Occupy was within 30 days of the first Occupy National Assembly and a
potential move to a third political party. Better: A return to the proper definition of populist
democracy too long ago forgotten.

Then America’s new constitutional scholar president… he crushed it!

That experience in becoming involved with Occupy on both coasts of America, now on this
new day, left an indelible and sad memory of what might have been.

So, while marching up the stairs of Charing Cross station in London, a city steeped in
populist history that provided sanctuary to Marx and later Lenin and saw the powerful rise of
the political epicentres of The Weavers and the Chartists who propagated social revolution
in the time of the industrial revolution. Walking over to Trafalgar Square to join my new
brethren at the main XR camp, as I tossed down my backpack- the same one as long before-
I once again slowly straightened my spine, drew breath and looked about the camp; slowly
turning 360 to carefully study this brand new epicentre of protest: it’s colours, it’s tents, its
banners, its protesters chatting with impassioned gestures in small groups, the costumes;
drummers beating skins, musicians playing and optimism dancing.
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Listening with just the right ears to these increasing winds of change, one could hear a
special note so rarely heard: that perfect low rumbling pitch…a cadence? A march? Ever-
increasing in its frequency, rising high across this XR camp, entwining with every part of it
to create a sweet music that only a concert made of the full instruments of human protest
can distil into a simple smile. Oh, it had been far, far, too long. So, so many memories
roared back in once again before moistened eyes.

But what had we learned?

The world everywhere howls in protest. Worldwide, democracy is now merely oppression
rebranded.  The  old  fashioned  definition  is  repeatedly  dashed  on  the  rocks  of  capitalist
austerity while the cries of so many nations beg for release from the iron grip of America,
IMF,  World  Bank,  EU,  and the  docket  of  ever-greedy corporations  and their  prostitute
politicians who provide them with the military support  for  their  crimes.  This  has been
witnessed just this past week in Chile, Guinea, Catalonia, Kashmir, Hong Kong, Honduras,
Argentina, Brazil, El Salvador, Pakistan, Gaza, Egypt, Lebanon, Haiti, Puerto Rico, and again
on the Brexit stained streets here in London; where the same human condition has been
squeezed- and squeezed– to rebellion.

These protests are growing. They will not stop.

Worldwide,  the  problem is  now  understood  by  far  too  many.  Silence?  Acquiescence?
Obedience? No more. World protesters are now righteous in their individual causes and
sacrifices. But, they all so far lack the one essential strength- the First Rule of Democracy–
necessary to achieve real long-lasting change. So far, they resist alone. To win, all must
come together.
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